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Abstract
At the present time in many material handling industries, need and capacity of conveying equipments are increasing rapidly.
Conveyor pulleys have been recognized as a most necessary component of the conveyor system. As a result of these demand of 
conveyor pulley increasing day by day. Various types of pulleys are used for conveying systems. Here a focus is on the high
tension pulleys where the use of custom made engineered welded steel pulley is dictated due to its higher capacity and ease of 
manufacturing. Requirement of various sizes conveyor pulleys are there as a result of various size of conveying systems are to 
be designed. It is now compulsory for the conveyor pulley manufacturer to increase the production rate. To be specific 
industries want a special purpose machine which in turn useful according to various diameter and various length of pulleys. 
Even they have to supply it on time with less cost to fulfill the customer needs. So an attempt is made to design special purpose 
equipments for Shell-Diaphragm Welding in Conveyor Pulley which is useful to increase the productivity and quality of the 
product.
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1. Introduction
     With the available technical facilities, capacity to manufacture and supply of conveyor pulley is approximately 
300 Nos. per month of required size as mentioned by Amin engineering Pvt Ltd. Though the requirements of these 
pulleys are very much higher, it is hard to achieve required production rate with current facilities [1]. Most of the 
failures in conveyor pulley occur from the portion of welding between diaphragm plate and shell. 
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     It is necessary to do continuous welding between diaphragm plate and shell to get required strength [2]. The 
weld fillet must possess accurate fillet angle and surface finish and for that, welding torch remains exactly in 
vertical position to get high production rate as shown in figure 1[3,4]. Presently conveyor pulley is tilted at 45ÛZLWK
the help of positioner and supported with rotator to get full accurate weld fillet between diaphragm plate and shell. 
Diaphragm plate is subjected to number of loads in conveyor pulley and it is the most critical component of it [5]. 
After completion of one side of shell to diaphragm plate welding conveyor pulley is tilted at opposite side and 
welding at another side has been done. Problem with this present method is that it is very much time consuming 
process. To tilt the pulley at an accurate angle every time consumes higher setup time. By setting the existing 
welding parameters, it is possible to restrict the fillet at the required angle even if the conveyor pulley remains in 
horizontal position. But it is necessary to have the special purpose equipment which can hold and rotate the pulley 
at the required speed. Conceptual design of special purpose equipment has been made by the authors without 
considering the dimensions [6]. 
Fig 1. Welding with horizontal pool [4]
     
1.1. Specifications of conveyor pulley
     Dimensions for the conveyor pulleys for which the special purpose equipment has to make is given below in 
table 1.
                                        Table 1. Specifications of conveyor pulley.
Name of the part Dimensions
Pulley diameter 900 mm -1500 mm
Face width 400 mm-2600 mm
Maximum Weight 10 ton
Shaft diameter variation 40 mm-300 mm
Length of the pulley 500 mm-3500 mm
Surface speed 100  mm/rev-1000 mm/rev
Nomenclature
Dp pitch diameter of gear ring 
Np pitch diameter velocity
OV allowable static stress for gear ring
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Cs service factor
Q pulling force 
K efficiency of the lead screw  
2. Proposed Design
     The general idea of designing special purpose equipment for conveyor pulley came from the headstock tailstock 
positioner and rotator. The idea is that the shaft of conveyor pulley can held from both the side by chuck. And due 
to heavy weight of conveyor pulley it must be supported by the rotator [6]. Power is given to the chuck by motor to 
rotate the pulley at the required speed. Rollers of the rotator and chuck on the tailstock side rotate idly. But the 
main thing is that the length and the diameter of the pulley are varying all the time. So, that provision must be 
provided in equipment to achieve the various dimensions in pulley.
2.1. Technique to achieve variation in length and diameter of conveyor pulley
     Since height of the chuck at both sides is fixed, for the different diameter of conveyor pulley it is necessary to 
hold it at the required elevation. Rotators comprise basically two sets of rollers which are adjustable either 
manually across the frames or through lead-screw and ratchet, when changing from one diameter to another. The 
frame is of robust fabricated construction and is machined on the top and underneath to ensure perfect alignment. 
Both idler frames are provided with robust fabricated carriages which support the axles and bearings of the steel 
rollers. The rollers are moved across the frames manually. Frame is provided with lead-screws so that the roller 
bracket can be moved across the frame through a ratchet. There is a right hand side thread in half of the length of 
lead screw and onether half has a left hand side thread. So that position of the rollers can change synchronously in 
or out as per the requirement by rotating the lead screw [6].
Fig 2. Technique to achieve variation in diameter
     As shown in figure 2, the height to be maintained for all the diameter of pulley is around 645 mm. To obtain this 
height for the various diameter of the conveyor pulley one can change the centre to centre distance between two 
rotators by means of lead screw. To achieve the variation in length one can slide the tailstock towards headstock as 
per the length of the conveyor pulley.
2.2. General arrangement drawing
  By considering the above idea, general arrangement drawing is prepared. This drawing gives the idea about the 
number of components that will be used in the assembly of the special purpose equipment. Design and selection of 
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different parts has been done accordingly after this general arrangement drawing. Conveyor pulley is supported at
headstock and tailstock. And from the base pulley is supported by rotators. Power required to rotate the pulley is 
given by the motor which is on the headstock side. Gearbox is used as a speed reducer. Rotators and tailstock can 
slide over the slideway to hold and support the lengths variation of the conveyor pulley.
Fig 3. General arrangement drawing
3. Design and selection of various components
3.1. Selection of motor and gearbox
     Maximum weight of the conveyor pulley is 10ton. For getting the starting torque it is assumed that the axis of 
the conveyor pulley is 30 mm offset from the neutral position. Calculated power is 0.51kW. Depending on that 
required power flange mounted 3 phase motor with 1.1kW rating and 1500 input RPM is selected. 
     Required maximum RPM for the conveyor pulley is about 1.5 and the motor input RPM is 1500. To achieve this 
higher reduction of 1000:1, NU-SMD double worm reduction gearbox is used [7]. The worm wheel is made of 
case-hardening alloy steel, carburized, ground and polish. Worm wheel is made of centrifugally cast phosphor-
bronze rims. Gear case is of rugged in construction, made of close grain cast iron. The selected size of unit is 3/60 
from the elecon double worm reduction gearbox catalogue. Value of the output torque from the gearbox is 3672 
Nm, which is higher than the required torque value of 3273.3 Nm. Motor is attached with the gearbox through 
flange. The solid motor shaft is coupled with hollow worm shaft by means of key.
3.2. Output shaft, designed shaft and design of gear ring
     Gearbox selected is a hollow output shaft gearbox. Size of the hollow is 75mm diameter. So, the size of the 
shaft which is attached to the gearbox must have a 75 mm diameter. Output shaft is supported by two bearing 
blocks. The length of the output shaft is decided by considering the dimension of the bearing blocks, thickness of 
pinion and thickness of the nut. Total length of the output shaft is 687mm.
    The torque should be transmitted from output shaft to another shaft which is designed for the high bending and 
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torsion capacity as per requirement. Designed shaft is supported by two bearing blocks. Gear ring is attached to the 
one end of the designed shaft. Another end of the designed shaft has some threaded portion to hold the chuck. Load 
diagram is shown in the figure 4. 
Fig 4. Load diagram of designed shaft
     Shaft length is decided by considering the dimensions of bearing blocks as well as dimensions of gear ring, 
chuck and spacing between them. EN8 material with 110MPa permissible tensile stress and 60Mpa permissible 
shear stress value is selected for the shaft material. By using the equivalent bending stress and equivalent torsional 
stress theory, diameter of the designed shaft is taken as 90 mm.
     The gear ratio between two gear rings is 1:1. Cast iron is selected as a pinion and gear ring material due to high 
torque transmission. Pitch line velocity,
60000
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Now using the Lewis equation, we have tangential load on the tooth,
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From equation number (1) and (2), value of the module was found, which is equal to 6. Pitch circle diameter, width 
of the tooth, depth and clearance was found by using their relation with the module.
3.3. Selection of chuck and bearing for the output and designed shaft
     By assuming the life of the bearing is for 1.8 million revolutions (20 hrs per day for 3 years), required dynamic 
capacity was found up to 60kN for the designed shaft. Y-bearing plummer block grub screw locking unit is directly 
selected from the SKF as per required diameter of the output and designed shaft. For the designed shaft selected 
bearing unit is SYJ-90 TF with SYJ 518 housing and YAR 218-2F bearing which is having dynamic capacity up to 
95.6kN which is higher than the required value. Diameter of the output shaft is 75mm, so the bearing unit selected 
for this shaft is SYJ-75 TF.
     The maximum shaft diameter to be hold by using chuck is 300 mm (11.8”). Conveyor pulley need to rotate at 
maximum 1.5 rpm with very much high accuracy. Any deflection is not allowable because any little deflection 
results in defective welding between shell and diaphragm plate. For the 300 mm diameter, by using three jaw 
chuck, it may not possible to hold the shaft accurately. So, selecting 16” 4- jaw self centring chuck for the 
application. Back plate is designed as per the chuck body dimensions.
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3.4. Design of shaft to support roller at the rotator
     It is physically impossible for a crane operator to position the conveyor pulley so that it contacts with both sets 
of rollers at the same time. If the pulley contacts with one roller before being supported on all the rollers, the first 
roller will receive a full shock load which directly pass on the axle of the carriage. Design of this shaft is done by 
considering the impact factor 1.4. Calculated diameter of the shaft is about 120mm.
Fig 5. Load diagram of designed shaft of roller
     Depending upon the load, required dynamic capacity for the bearing to support the shaft is 463kN for 7.8 
million revolutions (20hrs per day for 3 yrs) by considering the impact factor 2.5. Double row cylindrical roller 
bearing NNU 4124 M/W33 is selected for the application which is having dynamic capacity up to 523kN. In the 
design of the shaft, groove is provided for the engagement of the snap ring. Snap ring helps the roller to remain in 
its original position during thrust. Snap ring material is carbon steel. Thickness of the snap ring is 1.5748 mm. It 
can resist the thrust up to 76 kN [8].
3.5. Design of lead screw
     Lead screw is used in slideway for imparting motion to the rotators and tailstock due their high load carrying 
capacity, uniform and accurate movement of the operative member, simple design and compactness. Leadscrew is 
made from high carbon steel & supported by bearings from both the ends. Depending up on the length of the 
conveyor pulley, one can adjust the position of rotators and tailstock by using lead screw. Axial force required by 
the lead screw to pull the conveyor pulley with rotators and tailstock is 18000N by considering 0.15coefficient of 
friction. Efficiency of the lead screw is assumed as 40%. So, the torque required to rotate the lead screw is,
2
Q leadT
S K
u 
u
= 1074.2 Nmm (6)
     Lead of the screw is taken 0.15 mm/revolution. Pitch circle diameter of the lead screw is taken as 50mm by 
considering all the design criteria. 350hp motor with 1800 RPM is selected to rotate the lead screw. 
     The material of the slideway is cast iron with coating. Cast iron material is cheap but does not have good wear 
resistance when subjected to heavy loading. The wear resistance of the cast iron can be improved by applying hard 
coatings. For instance, chrome plating of the slideway with a 30 micron layer provides a hardness of CR = 70 and 
considerably increases the life of the slideway.
4. Modeling 
Fig. 6. Accommodation of maximum size conveyor pulley
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     Modelling and assembly of all the parts of special purpose machine has done in pro-e wildfire 5.0. Assembly for 
the accommodation of maximum & minimum size of conveyor pulley is shown in figure 6, 7 & 8. Exploded views 
are shown in figure 9(a) and 9(b).
Fig. 7. Accommodation of minimum size conveyor pulley
Fig. 8. Accommodation of maximum size conveyor pulley (top view)
Fig. 9. (a) exploded view-1; (b) exploded view-2
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5. Conclusion
     Designed special purpose equipment is able to accommodate conveyor pulleys and rotate it at required speeds. 
All the components are designed such that they can carry the load and moments during working condition. Design 
calculations of shaft, slideway, gear rings etc are done by taking the factor of safety to avoid the chances of failure 
in future. By using this special purpose equipment it is possible to reduce the time up to 60-70% by reducing the 
setup time and by synchronizing the welding both the sides of conveyor pulley at a time. Expected production of 
conveyor pulley by using the special purpose equipment is about 400-500 pulleys per month.
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